Bildungsweg: Microsoft Cloud MS

Voraussetzung/Prerequisite (Kurzform/Short form)

Interesse

OS
- Network, Virtual

OS
- Network, Virtual

OS
- Azure

OS
- Azure
- Network, Virtual

Azure
- Developing

OS
- Network, Virtual

OS
- Network, Virtual

Network, Virtual

OS
- Network

Kurse / Courses

Microsoft 365 Fundamentals (MS-900 MOC) [EDU639319]

Microsoft 365 Identity and Services (MS-100) [EDU639303]

Microsoft 365 Mobility and Security (MS-101) [EDU639304]

Microsoft 365 Messaging (MS-203) [EDU639311]

Microsoft 365 Security Administration (MS-500) [EDU639312]

Microsoft 365 Core Services, Applications (MS-600) [EDU639308]

SharePoint Online and OneDrive, Manage (MS-040) [EDU639305]

SharePoint Hybrid Deployment and Migration (MS-050) [EDU639306]

Microsoft Teams, Managing (MS-700) [EDU639307]

Office 365 Administrator (MS-030) [EDU639315]

Tests / Exams

Roles & Certifications

MS-900 - Microsoft 365 Fundamentals

MS-100

MS-101 - Microsoft 365 Enterprise Administrator

MS-203 - Messaging Administrator Associate

MS-500 - Security Administrator Associate

MS-600 - Microsoft 365 Developer

MS-040

MS-050

MS-030 - Office 365 Administrator

MS-040

MS-050

MS-030 - Office 365 Administrator
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